"Be ENVIED By Experts Everywhere & FEARED By Your
Competition!"
World Famous 'Dark-Side' Copywriter & Super-Star Search Marketing Sensation Have
Finally Opened Their Treasure Vaults And Revealed A Billionaire's Secret Strategy And
How...

"Tiny Text Ads Make 'The Little Guy'
Rich...In Under 20 Minutes A Day!"
Now You Can Literally Beat The Living CRAP Out Of The Most Seasoned
Marketing Pros...Even Without Your Own Product Or Without Much
Experience...When You're Armed With The Step-By-Step System
Revealed Below...

Dear Fellow Wealth Builder,

L

isten up very closely because knowing this is critical to your online wealth...

Did you know that there are virtual empires are being built and even destroyed everyday
by tiny little text ads that cost only pennies to display.
Yep, It's being done this very second, right under your nose by people just like you and
me who are using these tiny-little ads.
Better yet these ads are part of "the most POWERFUL advertising force on the
planet!"
You see...most people either don't know much about this or don't really care to admit
that they do, because it's extremely lucrative and why would they want to give you an
advantage over them anyway?
It's no wonder because you can literally make thousands of dollars in no time if you
learn what I'm about to tell you first.

Here's How You Can Make Money The Easy Way
Without Starting Another Business Or Creating
Another Product!

See...it's not a risky thing at all but most people who think they can figure it out on their
own go about it the wrong way and piss away all of their money like water! We're talking
hundreds or even thousands of dollars here.
Can you afford that?
But, that’s only half the story…because the one thing that anyone who is serious about
building their business is looking for is the right places to advertise at the least
possible cost.
Needless to say that they spend a lot of time searching high and low for the ultimate
advertising resource. But you know what?
It's not that easy!
Don't worry though because...in the next few moments I'm going to EXPOSE some
pocket bulging advice and a couple things about making money online that will not
only SHOCK you but the truth is...
To be completely and brutally-honest, most of those 'nice' people you know so well, who
are making money online and are using this will never willingly allow YOU to know.
Reason Why...? Well - you should know (because they do) that with what I'm going to
reveal ahead, you can easily dominate any market you choose!

Ask your self this...

'5 Eye-Opening Questions You MUST
Answer Before You Can Succeed Online...'
1. Do you want a business that depends on one product or
one that owns NO products and earns income from a
limitless supply of other people's products yet no one
knows quite HOW? (I know what you're thinking...!)
2. Do you want full control of your internet traffic or - do
you want to leave it up to the search engines to decide
how successful you'll become?
3. How can you control how people find you on the search
engines?
4. Would you like to pay for advertising and hope that it
works or - pay on performance and get results fast?
5. Do you want to attract paying customers or just eyeballs
that could care less about your offer?

Answering these questions, has just put you in
control of your destiny and has prepared you for
the truth revealed below.

Oh - and did I mention to make matters worse, I'm pretty sure that I'm about to lose
some so-called 'internet friends' here because I've never really shared this info
with anyone before...including THEM! wink, wink, smile!
Okay so if I were to ask you this one simple yet obviously biased question like...

"How can you get low-cost, targeted, and paying customers to put their hardearned money into your bank account without SEO, without begging JV
partners for traffic and without your own product or service?"
What exactly would you say?
Whether you know a lot about advertising or NOT the information in this system will
quickly become the "Punch in the face" you never thought you'd give to your
competitors and they never expected to get from YOU - Just like Bruce below...

"In The Fight To Make Big Bucks In
A Competitive Market Who Would
YOU Rather Be Here?"

I Know MY Choice...

The 'Little Guy' CAN Succeed!
Heheh!
Imagine having cat-like super speed and strength in your online business...It's pure
POWER!
Let me ask you something and be honest...

Have you ever felt that your income and your knowledge was inadequate?...kinda' like
Bruce's opponent O'Hara above?
You know, like you didn't have enough money, knowledge or what it really takes to get
what you really want or satisfy your needs online?
No really! I'm not messing with ya'...
You see, the reason I'm asking (two reasons really) is because I'm pretty disturbed by
what's happening on the internet these days.
Geez, I mean there's just so many software products and e-books and acres upon acres
of absolute rubbish to sort through in order to find the genuine 'golden-nuggets' that
make you real money that you can actually some bread to fill your belly with.
It's turned into a virtual land-fill, filled with piles of rotten crap!
The other reason to be completely honest is because...Yes, I TOO have felt
inadequate...
But - Before you jump to conclusions and get the wrong idea - let me explain...

A few years ago my friend Fabian told me something
that quite frankly pissed me off at first!
It all started when...
A bunch of my friends, including Fabian were out having
dinner at our favorite authentic Chinese food
restaurant.
The food was mouth-wateringly good the Chinese wine was
even better and we were all having a good ol' time
eating and drinking.
See...we were all talking about our businesses and then
the topic of powerful business quotes came into the
conversation.
As you probably already know, I was the "Senior"
internet marketer at the table.
The 'Big Dog' as you might call it!
So I had a ton to say on the subject.

Then...All of a sudden Fabian leans over and whispers
something in my ear. At first, after he said it, I
even blushed a little. Yeah...ME!
Jokingly I said,

"Dammit' Are You DRUNK Already Fabian? Man
I'm Having Dinner Here!"
"Hey Jo Han...You know
I heard a good quote the other

What he said to me was,

whaaat?
day!"

Then he proceeded to tell me what the quote was.
Right then - he had sparked a thought-fuse that had
laid dormant in my mind for many months just waiting to
be ignited.
He knew something was up when he saw my face so he
pressed me to spill it.
I told him I would wait until tomorrow to tell him when
we were well rested and more sober... (wink, wink)
Now, having the mind of an entrepreneur as you know
can be quite disturbing at times...and that quote he
told me cracked open a big can of ideas that I would
soon lose hours of sleep over because they were so
HUGE!
By realizing that I was missing out on some major
money, I felt my ego shriveling as I sat at the
table...
"Fabian you BASTARD," I thought!
He laughed because he knew just what I was
thinking...and so we met up in the afternoon the next
day to discuss what the heck I was thinking.

That day was when I finally discovered...

The "Secret" of One of The World's First Billionaires and what
he actually meant when he said...

"I'd Rather Own 1% Of 100 Businesses Than
100% Of 1" - J. P. Getty
That was one of the most profound statements I have ever read and one that has
powerfully impacted my online business as well as Fabian's!
You see, J.P. knew something that others were not too hip to at the time. He knew that
putting all your eggs in one basket and was the ultimate recipe for disaster!
So having a small piece of many businesses and controlling that piece was critical to
your success and reduces your risk right.
Now I know you're probably already thinking, "So how the heck can you do that online
without selling your soul to the devil to get it Jo Han..?"
Well -

"Imagine for a moment - what would happen if you could "legally and ethically"
clone the best salesperson ever, made them work 24 hours a day and 7 days a
week, non-stop, they never got sick or needed time off, AND you only paid them
pennies while you made 'truck-loads' of money!"
If that sound's like 'slave-labor' to you or something that's impossible without getting
nabbed by the cops then you need to keep reading because I'm going to reveal how
you can actually make this exact thing happen just like I have...even without breaking
any laws!
Come on...would a billionaire master-mind like J.P. Getty have involved himself with that
sort of thing right? Of course not! So keep your eyes peeled because the juicy stuff is
coming.
You'll have your own sales force of 24 hour sales people working around the clock to
attract business so fast that you're going to be adding new products for your arsenal of
sales people to sell at warp speed.
My friend...regardless of what you are marketing on the internet, the one thing you
need to learn about is...

The Online Advertising BEAST That
Transformed Doing Business On The Internet,
Leveled The Playing Field In Your Favor And
Why You Don't Even Need A Product To Make
Money Online Any More!

Fact is...when I originally learned that, I had no clue whether to jump for joy or run for
the hills.
Shucks, I was coming out with product after product online and making tons of money
selling them so why in the world would I not create products?
PROBLEM - My staff and I had to create and support ALL of those products and
although the money is great it still involved a lot of work.
It made me want to crawl out of my skin until my perspective was changed by J.P.
Getty's quote.
Now I know that if you're anything like me...and I'm pretty sure you are You want to work less, make more money and have the financial freedom it takes to
travel the world and do more of the same...absolutely NOTHING - and still make more
money!
The sad truth is that most people are fooled into believing that they don't have to put in
any effort.
You know what? That's a BIG crock of utter bullshit!
After all...Yes, I am notorious for being pretty lazy and happy-go-lucky, canoodling
around with girls and never wanting to work but I have never told anyone that I got to this
stage in my life by not working at first.
I'll admit that, it was easy work most of the time but it was still work. Now if you're okay
with mostly easy work, a little-tiny pain in the ass by taking a little time to learn how to do
it, then I'll tell you more about how.
If not then you should leave right now because you must be a masochist and want to
endure another year or more of pain!

What Happened The Next Day...
So the next day as Fabian and I went through the
details of what the heck was happening in my mind the
night before...
I quickly learned that I could make trailer-loads of
money online with an existing advertising network and
by applying J.P. Getty's principles.
All I needed to do was make it so that I controlled my
traffic (you'll learn about that too) so I could direct
it anywhere I choose at any time!
Wow, I mean...there I was in shock that I had unleashed
this power and I had no idea that I had even known
until then.
Then - while we were still in the 'Holy Crap' this
stuff is awesome mode Fabian proceeds to tell me...

"YEAH - Why Should You Create A Bunch Of
Niche Products When All You Have To Do To
Sell The Best Product Is...Click - Copy - Paste!"
Needless to say by this point I was REALLY feeling a
bit 'inadequate' because I was missing out on so much
opportunity.
Right then I decided to use this stuff right away for
my own business for a while just to see for myself.
Needless to say, it's been tons of fun and humungous
profits since then but...I always want MORE. Heheh!
So some months ago I cornered Fabian and talked to him
about doing an exclusive coaching program for budding
Singaporean Internet Marketers.
At first he was VERY resistant and -

He Didn't Want To Share These Secrets At All!
I didn't blame him though because we had spent a lot of
the money, blood, sweat and tears to learn them over

time.
He insisted, that it was to be kept between him and I
and I reluctantly agreed.
Then only days later...by chance - something came over
him. (I thought it was the 'greed monster' although it
wasn't but I didn't care...)
He told me how he was being asked for coaching this
topic by some really new internet marketers who he knew
were going to go out and buy some of the usual Fluffery
e-books out there so he told them not to do that and he
would see what he could do for them.
That's when...

We Disclosed Our Most Coveted Money-Making
Secrets In A Highly Confidential Live Adwords
Coaching Event!
I had a good feeling about it and twisted Fabian's arm
'Six Ways To Sunday' to get him to agree to video tape
it for physical distribution if we could both finally
agree on how much of it to release later.

All you have to do is apply a little elbow grease once and it'll stick
with your work for quite some time!

You didn't think I would forget about YOU did ya'?
Now if you think that this might be a little too elementary for
you...
...You should see the DVDs as well as the components that are
included in this one-of-a-kind system.
Just to give you an idea, how would you like to...
•

Avoid paying high cost per click and getting low
conversions by marketing in over-competitive niches.
There are TONS of less competitive niches around and
you'll learn exactly how to find them!

•

Start finding MASSIVE amounts of ‘underdiscovered’ keywords that you can focus on...dominate
your market and slaughter your competition!

•

Have the power to determine what the maximum Cost Per
Click you should pay is BEFORE you begin promoting a
product.

•

STOP getting high ad impressions and low clickthrough-rates. The ONLY solution to this problem is to
track ACTUAL KEYWORDS search engine visitors use to
arrive on your website or landing pages. You'll even
discover a way to track the REAL terms used when click
throughs come in from a broad match!

•

And lots more...

"Whether you're an experienced Adwords Advertiser or a complete
beginner...this is the most comprehensive Adwords and pay per click
education and tool-set you'll ever find on the internet...I Guarantee IT!"
Now...Picture for a moment...that you didn't own a single product or just never created
one (maybe that's you right now) and you had to make money to survive...what would
you do?
Sounds like a sad situation right?

Contrary to what you may have been taught, the fact is - that the above situation puts
you in a position of power not at a disadvantage!
You see in the offline world, there are people that accept this situation everyday and
they never even think twice about it.
Best yet, you probably know everyone of them.
Just think...do these names ring a bell?

And that's just naming a few!
Can you just imagine having the power to never have to create a product of your own,
sell only products that meet your standards and make a tremendous profit just like the
companies above?
These companies have successfully created a system of attracting people (traffic) who
have a need or want, offering and selling other people's products to them in their stores
and making a nice profit.
The only problem is that they generally own what they buy and have to sell their
inventory or lose money.

But you don't need to worry - you don't have that problem!
With what we reveal to you in this amazing system -

"You will learn how to create your own virtual (yet almost invisible) profit-pulling storeshelves of digital or physical products, attract hungry customers who want them and then
compelling them to buy those products...all on autopilot!
Not only that but you'll spend only pennies to get the customers and you never need to
handle customer service or pay any employees...because you don't have a visible
business."
Just picture -

Working Less Than 10-15 Hours A Week and
Still Making a Six-Figure Income!

Nope, I'm not screwing with you on this one either and there's no hype in what I just said
and here's why...

"You are only moments away from unearthing the best-kept secrets of Google
Adwords, pay-per-click advertising, and even affiliate marketing and
copywriting, so keep your eyes glued to this page. You won’t find this insider
information anywhere else on the Web, Why? Because the internet marketing
industry doesn't want you to find out. If everybody knew these secrets it would
cost the industry millions of dollars in lost Fluff and Puff product sales!"
After all, lazy wealth has become an obsession for me as it will soon become one for
you!
Besides I hate going through the non-stop pain of product fulfillment and writing product
copy (although I actually love writing copy) and dealing with the rare customers that
verbally abuse my staff even though they love the product. (Don't ask...)
It often becomes profitable but pointless so - Why not work more efficiently and
effectively while working far less because you're -

Automatically:
•
•

•

Generating tons of targeted "money-in-fist" traffic.
Building a highly responsive subscriber lists at
lightening speed and cheaper than almost any other
method.
Making money 24/7, even while you sleep and never
owning or creating a product at all.


What I'm talking about here is one of the most comprehensive and easy to learn systems
for creating an internet fortune that has ever been released.
Here’s the deal: We video-taped Me and Fabian’s little-known Adwords strategies
and My affiliate copywriting secrets… the same ones we gave privately to a small
number of lucky Singaporean up and coming internet marketers (including some
professionals who refused to have their names used here).
It's now a comprehensive and "COMPLETE" 6 information packed DVD set that let's
you witness first-hand what happened in one of our elite live Adwords coaching
programs in Singapore in which the attendees paid well over $4,000 Singaporean
Dollars (about $2,000 US Dollars) and spent a few days to learn exactly what Fabian
and I taught them.
It's called:

Adwords Empire
A Step-By-Step System For Creating Your Own Adwords
Empire And SKYROCKETING Your Online Profits!
With it you have the ability to peek over our shoulders, eye-ball our methods and copy
them so you can use them for yourself and profit wildly.
Never before has there been such an in-depth live learning tool for learning the the most
effective Adwords advertising strategies
We literally take you by the hand and show you everything from:
•

How To Effortlessly Perform Keyword Profit Analysis.

•

How To Analyze Sales Letter Effectiveness From The Perspective Of A Master
Copywriter.

•

How To Perform In-Depth and Effective Keyword Research Like A
Seasoned Pro.

•

How To Maximize Your Clicks and Turn Them Into Sizzling Hot Leads.

•

How To Create Super High-Converting Landing Pages At Lightening Speed.

•

How to Accelerate Your Keyword Discovery Process.

•

How To Become The First Affiliate To Launch A Massively Profitable
Marketing Campaign For A BRAND NEW Product!

•

How To Test Your Ads For Free.

•

And much, MUCH more...

Now whether you currently have your own
product or not:
Pay-Per-Click advertising is one of THE best forms of advertising in
existence!
Not only because it allows YOU the website owner OR affiliate to advertise
or promote your product on the major search engines...
But because you can base it on performance not the usual...

"Advertise Hard And Pray To God!"
Of them all Google Adwords is by-far the most powerful because Google
attracts close to 80% of the current organic searches online.
n

Puts you in control of your clicks and your sales.

Here's what else...Since these people are qualified when they click on
your ad…they already have an existing interest that will compel them to
subscribe to your Newsletter or E-Zine IF you follow what's outlined on
these sizzling DVDs.
n

You can get QUALIFIED Traffic for just pennies
per click and they can help you to build your
list and generate more sales.

•

Only a small investment is required. You can
spend as much or as little as you like.

•

Laser-guided targeting - allows any business to
quickly access their local internet traffic and
generate local leads and prospects fast!

•

Advertise to thousands or millions - and only pay
for the people that are interested in your
offer...No more wasting your time and money to
get qualified sales.

•

Pick and Choose Your Affiliate Programs - With
the amount of control you have, you can easily
promote the most profitable programs an create
auto-pilot income streams fast!

If you're completely new to Adwords and pay-per-click advertising then you have just
made the single-most important click in your entire internet life!
But, If you have any amount of experience and have ever had any questions or doubts
about your Adwords campaigns...this will be the answer-all, insiders view you've
been waiting for!
We're not gonna "snow job" you with, some B.S. scratching the surface stuff like "use
brackets and you'll make tons of money" because we know that you want to know
EVERYTHING you need to know about pay-per-click advertising so you can bring in
some real dough.

A BOLD Promise To You!
We DO promise you will attract targeted, instant
traffic.
We DO promise you a surefire solution.
We offer you a very powerful, easy to use system
that can build very detailed, super-optimized ads

and landing pages for the pay-per-click search
engines. You can do wonders with this.
But you must spend a little time with it to
understand it completely.
We also provide you with the tools you need to
create highly targeted keyword lists that will
help you develop many top-performing ad listings
in the pay-per-click search engines.
And that’s just the beginning...

Okay Jo Han...I'm All Ears - So How Do I Make
This Thing Happen?
Take A Look At Just What's On These DVDs!
DVD #1 - 1 Hr 46 Min.
Introduction To The Adwords Empire System
•

How to locate super-profitable products to
promote.

•

How to make pay-per-click pay off big! Never lose
money on your campaigns ever again.

•

Find out why most internet marketers will never
make a simple sale from their Adwords campaigns
even if they have the BEST sales letter ever.
Don't make the same mistake they're making!

•

How to reduce your keyword cost to just pennies
per click even for expensive keywords! (you'd be
surprised how easy this is)

•

Why measuring up can make you rich!

•

The expert precision tools you should never be
caught dead without! (your business depends on
it!)

•

Find out why top keywords may not be the best
ones to use and why it would be wise for you to
become aware of other low traffic keywords that

are just waiting for you to snatch up and tap
into!

DVD #2 - 1 Hr 58 Min.
Profitability and Your Promotions
•

2 covert spying tools to locate the newest and
best performing ClickBank products. (it's not as
simple as finding the top 10.)

•

How To Get More People To Buy Your Product.

•

How to secretly penetrate small markets and fill
it your bank account with fresh, crisp cash.

•

5 Affiliate networks every Adwords advertiser
must know to make the massive sales.

DVD #3 - 2 Hrs 1 Min.
How To Perform Keyword Research
•

Click boosting strategy that literally brings
your Adwords competitors to their knees.

•

How reducing your ad impressions can increase
your profits! (this is so simple you might pinch
yourself just to make sure)

•

The squiggly-wiggly secret that automatically
increases your click-through rate.

•

A little-known free software you can use to
quickly test your ads.

•

The single-most important 3-Step Strategy for

•

No-brainer method to boost click-thru rates by 30
to 300% - this makes a huge difference, because
Google will give you more visitors for the same
amount of money!

DVD #4 - 46 Min.
•

What to put on your Web site so that you'll
gather subscribers faster than ever before!

•

The inside-scoop on why you must use the '3
prong' keyword cost reduction strategy.

•

How to use the ugliest business chart in history
and why it will recession-proof your LIFE not
just business!

•

One top-secret, cut and paste script that
instantly empowers you to rapidly convert more
clicks to sales.

•

How to use your intelligence gathering to attract
FREE organic traffic. (this alone was a holycrap

DVD #5 - 1 Hr 54 Min.
Real Life - Step-By-Step Application
•

How to set up your first efficient Adwords
Campaign. Fabian walks you through the process,
step-by-step with live video shots of his
monitor!

•

Simple method to effectively using your campaigns
and ad groups.

•

Understanding your Google Metrics to improve your
click thru rates and skyrocket your profits.
(REALLY...this is not completely what you think
or HOW you think!)

•

6 Rules for building effective landing pages.

•

How to dazzle people with landing pages that make
them follow your every commands.

•

The 7 critical elements for a high-performing
landing pages. (you'll love this one because
it's totally unexpected.)

•

How to quickly set up and monitor an affiliate
campaign and start making money fast!

•

An insider intelligence view of a little-known
landing page format that converts like CRAZY!

DVD #6 - 1 Hr 45 Min.
Summing It All Up + Profit Boosting Strategies
•

Secret Keyword script that tells you EXACTLY
where your search and pay-per-click traffic is
coming from.

•

The most underused competitive advantage strategy

that even the Gurus never tell you about.
•

A mistake that new marketers make that is FATAL
to their new internet business!

•

How to find *hot-selling* niche markets fast.
love this one!)

•

The ONLY eBay secret you need...even if you don't
sell on eBay.

•

5 websites to find pocket filling trends and
keywords that quickly make your efforts pay off
big.

•

Use the phenomenon of social proof to make your
research super-effective.

(I

IMPORTANT: You can now take full advantage of our 'One Time
Only' customer appreciation offer - and it's only available for a
VERY limited time. Read on to find out more.
Yes, keep in mind that this is a "limited time release" and it will not be available for
much longer because once you see what's on these DVDs you might find yourself a little
pissed-off at how easily affordable it is for your competition to grab it as well!
So it's either going to be almost impossible to get these DVDs if you miss out on this or
damn near impossible to afford.
Hey nobody ever said, I was Mr. Nice Guy! Heheh...
Quite honestly though, of course... you'd have to get the system to REALLY learn this
but you've gotten some basics here...

n 7 Quick & Hard-Hitting Reasons To
Use Google Adwords...
n

Quick Targeted and Qualified Traffic - If they search for
your keyword, they have an interest in your product.

n

Quick Website Indexing - Some experts say that the
fact that the search engine spiders see an advertised
website, they know you're credible and crawl your
website.

n

Quick List Building Potential - If you put up an optimized
landing page (like the one we'll show you) you will
generate more subscribers and build your list at lightening
speed.

n

Quick Product Sales - Targeted traffic means
qualified traffic and offering a product to a targeted
lead, results in quick and easy sales.

n

Quick Product Testing - If your sales suck, either your
landing page reeks, your sales letter stinks or your
product has no demand!

n

Quick Sales Letter Testing - Quick sales mean faster
conversion testing on your sales letters. The faster
you can do that, the easier it will be to tweak your
copy and convert more sales.

n

Quick Credibility - The impact of finding your website on a
paid listing or on a relevant page to your target market,
will give them the nudge they need to have more faith in
your website or product. It's mild but very powerful!

"Alright, I'll Get It But...What's The Impact - Is
This Gonna' Cost Me My Life Savings?"
What if I were to told you that you can get all of this priceless information for your online
business for the cost of buying me a cup of coffee a day? I'm sure you'll tell me either
that I must be kidding or that there must be no professionalism involved at that price.
HA! Anyone who knows me...knows that I always deliver on my promises and I aim to
please you not just deliver.
Look, I'm not just trying to make friends here but I want you to build your business
empire,

This No-Brainer system costs less than most of those so-called "wonder software's" out
there...you know...the ones that you've probably purchased and that never delivered like
it promised or became useless in a matter of months.
Listen, you'll quite literally boost your business' profitability fast with this knowledge!

BEST PART: It will take you just a few clicks to get this amazing secret DVD
set in your hot little hands.

100% Risk Free!
In fact, I will offer you a complete, no-risk, 100% money-back guarantee. Order this
private 6 information packed DVD Set… watch them… then get online and place 2
Adwords Ads per campaign. Test your first 3 or 4 campaigns.
Tweak them to increase your conversion following the special methods outlined in the
system. Then run with them and watch your conversions to sales and leads soar...

By Then You Should Have Already Recovered Your Investment
And Making A Killer Income Online!
If it doesn’t happen, simply return the DVDs, and I’ll see that you receive a prompt
refund of your money, no questions asked.
Even better… there’s NO TIME LIMIT on when you must do this. I don’t care if you s
end the tape back in two weeks… or two years. I’ll send your money back, without
hassle.
Now if you thought that, that was good...then listen to this.

IF You Act Today And I DO
Mean Today - We're Going
To Throw In Some JawDropping FREE
Components!
Component #1 - (A $397 Value) - Receive A
Newly Developed and Little-Known Keyword
Profitability Dashboard that tells you all of
the critical financial information you MUST know
in order to make your Adwords Empire run at peak

efficiency and profitability. You'll get
everything from a Clickbank ROI calculator, a
Campaign ROI Calculator, and a Pay Per Click ROI
Calculator (we're talking real insight here)

Component #2 - (A $297 Value) - You'll also
get a Secret Landing Page script that has been
time tested and is single-handedly responsible
for the massive niche market lists that Fabian
and I boast so shamelessly about! You can
literally edit, re-edit tweak and create high
converting landing pages that will build your
lists at super-fast speeds. With this tool
you'll stay one-step-ahead of your competition
at all times.

Component #3 - (A $3,000 Value) - You'll
receive a covert Keyword Tracking Script that
tracks and stores all of the keywords that are
being searched and matched to your Adword
campaigns. This tool helps you build your
secret keyword list on autopilot. With it
you'll be able to out maneuver everyone in your
market by finding unknown low-cost keyword
phrases that will allow you to dominate and
capture the search traffic for that phrase!
This is pure power and A LOT of time and
investment has been put into creating this tool.

Component #4 - (A $359 Value) - Proprietary
Ad Tracking script that allows you to quickly
assess your ads performance and adjust them to
increase your sales, click to lead conversions
as well as drastically reduce your keyword cost.

Component #5 - (A $197 Value) - You'll
never guess which ad is performing better
again. With this split testing script, you'll
instantly have the power of accurate ad stats
right at your fingertips.

Claim Your $4,150.00 In FREE
COMPONENTS TODAY!
Go Here To Grab For Your
Adwords Empire DVD Set
Immediately...

Keep in mind I never throw in a bunch of useless garbage "bonuses" that you'll never
use so don't be fooled by how simple these critical components are!
Read them again if you're not sure...

Adwords Empire
Components

Value

6 DVD Sessions Of Our Privately Held
Coaching Program 6 x $97

$582

Adword Profitability Dashboard

$297

Secret Time Tested Landing Page Script

$297

Little-Known Keyword Tracking Script

$3,000

Ad Tracking Script

$359

Split Tester Script

$197

Total Value:

Over
$4,732.00

When you see the depth of inside information and strategies that are packed on to
these DVDs then the $1,829 value may seem rather small...
But I know that if you're anything like I was when I was first building up my income
online, then I know that you need to get these at a better deal.
My only issue is that I know just how valuable this info is and the fact that large
companies are more than happy to pay Fabian and I 5-Figures to consult with them on it.
I was stuck because I didn't want to ruin that...
So after a rather strenuous debate over the true price, Fabian and I were forced to agree
that since the graphics and cosmetics of these DVDs are not that great, we ran these so
fast that they look rather ugly AND we are limiting the availability of this first print
run...we've decided to drop the price to an -

84% One-Time-Only Discount of $297!

But, You WILL NOT receive pretty off-the-shelf and expensively designed DVDs though.
You WILL get hard-hitting and business boosting information
Okay and we also want you to commit to sending us your feedback on how well you've
done with this program.
I do have one more thing I need to tell you but...don't get anxious I will be promoting this site very hard, so keep in mind that in a just a few hours your
competitor might be reading this exact same page - and there is a very good chance
that he will take action and try to leave *you* in the dust... and to top things off, he will be
getting DVDs that should have belonged to you in the first place.
So you see, I’ve given you every conceivable reason to make Adwords Empire help you
generate all the money you want online without any risk on your part.

"Unleash the Internet’s most powerful secret weapon now, and
you’ll be thanking me for years to come."
The choice is yours my friend...
You can stick with what you're currently doing and hope for the best or you can grab the
bull by the horns and prepare for the wildest ride of your life!

Don't delay because like I mentioned earlier, "You will NOT find this much indepth information of the topic of making money online through
Adwords...without owning your own business or the stress that goes with
it!"
Act now or you may lose out on this fantastic offer forever.

To Your Adwords Empire Success,

Jo Han Mok & Fabian Lim
P.S. Let us remind you that this 6 Info-Packed DVD Set is backed by our rock-solid
100% no risk money back guarantee. You have absolutely nothing to lose. Act now
before this offer ends.
P.P..S - Some of the techniques you'll learn are so powerful and hard hitting that they
have to be kept under padlock and key. Only buyers get access to my inner vault of
Adwords secrets. Your Adwords success is almost guaranteed with this one of a kind
system.

Grab Your Copy Of Adwords Empire While
Quantities Last!

